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Next-generation digital entertainment and mobile communication devices are 

anticipated to require greater processor performance. To meet these demands, several 

researchers have attached a reconfigurable hardware accelerator to the base processor 

core. The reconfigurable hardware accelerator, termed a reconfigurable customized 

functional unit (RCFU), is usually realized by multiple processing elements (PE) 

organized in matrix form. The structure of the RCFU is generated from hot operation 

patterns of specific applications. Other than the RCFU, ‘multiple-issue’ is another 

micro-architectural technique to increase the performance. However, the impact of 

combining both of these approaches in the same design is not yet well understood. This 

problem motivates us to design RCFU generation and exploitation algorithms for a 

multiple-issue processor. To allow more operations to execute on the RCFU 

simultaneously, the proposed generation algorithm merges several data-independent 

operation patterns to construct the RCFU architecture. To schedule operations on both 

the RCFU and functional units (FU) of the base processor core simultaneously, the 

proposed exploitation algorithm presents a model to represent all available computing 

resources from both the FUs of the base processor and the PEs in the RCFU. Using this 

model, the RCFU exploitation problem can be considered as an instruction-scheduling 

problem. Our experiment achieves an average improvement in execution performance of 

50% compared with previous efforts [2 and 5]. 

 

Keywords: application-specific processor (ASP), extended instruction (EI), customizable 

processor, reconfigurable customized functional unit (RCFU)  
 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Application-specific processors (ASP) are a trade-off between application-specific 

integrated circuits (ASIC) and general-purpose processors (GPP), in order to meet 
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increasing computing demands and allow the flexibility of embedded systems. ASICs 

give the best results in terms of execution performance yet lack flexibility and evolution 

capability. In comparison, GPPs provide high flexibility but typically offer insufficient 

execution performance. ASPs offer a solution to this dilemma, bridging the gap between 

ASICs and GPPs to give a balance between flexibility and execution performance. 

An ASP usually consists of one or more base processor cores and an 

application-specific accelerator (or set of them) (called “accelerator” for short). Due to 

different communication mechanisms, the accelerators can be classified into two 

categories: loosely coupled and tightly coupled, as depicted by Figure 1 [1]. The loosely 

coupled accelerator resides outside the base processor core (i.e., the CPU shown in 

Figure 1), while the tightly coupled accelerator is integrated into the pipeline of the base 

processor core. The tightly coupled accelerator is generally considered to be one of the 

functional units (FU), called a customized functional unit (CFU). The loosely coupled 

accelerator is typically regarded as a function-level accelerator; that is, it aims to 

accelerate the execution of target functions. In contrast, the tightly coupled accelerator is 

mainly used to increase the execution performance of frequently executed and/or 

specified operation patterns in the basic or super blocks. For example, 

multiply-accumulate (MAC) is a frequently executed operation pattern in digital signal 

processing applications. In this work, we focus on tightly coupled accelerators. 
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Figure 1: (a) Loosely coupled and (b) tightly coupled accelerators. 

The major step in CFU design is to explore frequently executed operation patterns 

from the target application(s). Architecture designers can then select all or several 

operation patterns to generate the architecture of the CFU. Obviously, realizing each 

operation pattern as a single CFU is inefficient for hardware implementation. To improve 

hardware efficiency and support more operation patterns (from new target applications), 

several research have proposed reconfigurable CFUs (RCFUs) to support different 
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operation patterns [1-7]. An RCFU is usually implemented as a reconfigurable 

coarse-grained data path, which is a matrix of processing elements (PE), as depicted in 

Figure 2. Each PE can execute one arithmetic and/or logic operation. PEs located in the 

adjacent levels (e.g., the ith and i+1th levels) are fully connected via an interconnection 

fabric, such as a crossbar switch. Therefore, the PE located in the level i can transmit its 

result to any one of the PEs located in the level i + 1. Furthermore, to guarantee the 

correctness of the program execution, parallel operations are only permitted to be 

executed on the same level of PEs.  

Register File

FU1 FUm RCFU

PE PE PE PE

PE PE PE

PE PE

 

Figure 2: A base processor core augmented with an RCFU. 

The RCFU design flow primarily comprises of two parts: RCFU generation and 

RCFU exploitation. The former is to generate the RCFU architecture according to the 

selected operation patterns, the base processor core architecture, and the designers’ 

requirements (such as area cost limitation). The latter, RCFU exploitation, schedules all 

operations of the target application(s) on the RCFU and/or on the FU(s) of the base 

processor core. The design flow will be addressed in detail in Section 2. 

In previous research, operations are not allowed to be executed on both the RCFU 

and the FU(s) of the base processor core (called FU(s)Base for short) simultaneously [1-7]. 

In other words, the impact of combining a multiple-issue processor and an RCFU in the 

same design is not very well understood. This problem motivates us to propose our 

RCFU generation and exploitation algorithms for multiple-issue architectures. The 

RCFU generation algorithm proposed in this work is to merge several operation patterns 

that can be executed in parallel into a single pattern under operation pattern exploration 

constraints, and then use these new (merged) operation patterns to generate the RCFU 

architecture. Furthermore, to scheduling operations on both of the FU(s)Base and the 

RCFU concurrently, the proposed exploitation algorithm models the computing resources 

of the FU(s)Base and the RCFU as a matrix in each scheduling cycle. An element in this 
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matrix corresponds to a FUBase or a PE of the RCFU. Using this model, the proposed 

exploitation algorithm schedules each operation in the proper location (i.e., as either an 

FUBase or a PE). In our experiment, a better performance improvement was achieved in 

comparison to previous research in the literature [2 and 5]. Contributions made in this 

paper are: 

1. A demonstration of the benefits (in terms of speedup) of simultaneously 

executing operations on both the RCFU and FUsBase.  

2. A novel RCFU generation algorithm that merges data-independent operation 

patterns to construct the RCFU architecture. 

3. A novel RCFU exploitation algorithm that schedules all operations on both the 

RCFU and FUsBase simultaneously. 

The rest of this manuscript is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes previous 

research in the literature and background. Section 3 presents our proposed algorithms. 

Section 4 analyzes our proposed algorithms, presenting experimental results and 

discussion. The paper is concluded in Section 5. 

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK  

To support different customizations on the functional units, several works were 

proposed. XiRISC, proposed by Lodi et al. [8], consists of a VLIW processor and a 

reconfigurable unit which is a programmable logic that can be dynamically configured to 

offer different functionalities for the target applications. In XiRISC, operation segments 

executed on the reconfigurable unit should be explored statically. Similar to XiRISC, 

Warp processor is another architecture augmented with a reconfigurable unit that is 

realized by the field-programmable gate array (FPGA) circuit [9]. Different from XiRisc, 

operation segments executed on the reconfigurable unit are detected dynamically using a 

hardware profiler. After profiling, the program segments would be disassembled from the 

software binary to a higher-level representation and then synthesized to hardware. 

Configurable compute accelerator (CCA) (or called RCFU in this work) is an FU array 

and tightly coupled to a processor core [2]. By configuring the interconnection within the 

RCFU, different operation patterns could be supported. Virtualized execution accelerator 

for loops (VEAL) is a reconfigurable accelerator used to accelerate the execution of the 
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inner-most and modulo-schedulable loops [10]. Different from RCFU, VEAL is 

composed by a small number of FUs organized in a row. Dynamically specialized 

execution resource (DySER) integrates a dataflow accelerator into the processor pipeline 

as a functional unit [11]. Different from RCFU, the accelerator used in the DySER is a 

circuit-switched network of heterogeneous FUs where each FU is connected to four 

neighbor switches and each switch transfers the data as well as control inputs and the 

computing results.  

RCFU design flow consists of two primary sections: generation and exploitation. 

The RCFU generation stage aims to create the RCFU architecture; that is, to determine 

the number of levels of the RCFU, the number of PEs in each level, and the functionality 

of each PE. Figure 3 illustrates a flowchart showing RCFU generation. The input is the 

target application(s), hardware constraints, and hardware cost database; the output is the 

RCFU architecture. In general, hardware constraints will include cost limitations and the 

micro-architecture configuration, such as the number of register read/write ports. Note 

that issue-width is not a constraint in RCFU generation. This is because that operations 

executed in the same scheduling cycle (regardless of executing on the FUsBase or RCFU) 

can be encoded as a single instruction in most ASPs. The issue-width limits the number 

of instructions, rather than the operations being issued in the same scheduling cycle. In 

fact, the number of operations being executed in the same scheduling cycle is restricted 

by the number of register read/write ports rather than the issue-width. 

Application(s)
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(4) Operation pattern analysis

(2) Data flow graph (DFG) 
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Figure 3: Flowchart showing RCFU generation. 
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The hardware cost database lists the area size and execution latency of the hardware 

implementation of all permitted operations. In this work, multiplication, division, flow 

control, and floating point operations cannot be realized in the RCFU due to their higher 

implementation cost. However, not all of these operations are prohibited in related 

research. Clark et al. and Noori et al. showed that the PE could support the control flow 

operation [1, 2 and 7]. However, if the runtime behavior is unpredictable, it would result 

in poor hardware resource utilization. In addition, memory access operations were also 

excluded from the RCFU in most research [1-5]. This is because that the memory access 

latency is unpredictable and hence its performance improvement is difficult to evaluate. 

Note that if operation patterns are given, the RCFU generation flow includes only stages 

4 and 5. In other words, stages 1 to 3 are used to explore possible operation patterns if 

they are not given. 

Basic block selection initially chooses the hot basic block(s) from the target 

application(s) according to the profiling result (Stage 1 of Figure 3). After selecting the 

hot basic block(s), the data flow graph (DFG) generation step builds a DFG for each 

selected basic block (Stage 2). A DFG can be represented as a directed acyclic graph D = 

(V, E). Each node v  V is an operation in the DFG, and each directed edge (u, v)  E 

represents the data dependency between two operations. 

The operation pattern exploration stage finds legal operation patterns that conform 

to all micro-architectural and user-defined constraints, such as register read/write ports 

and the convex property, from each hot basic block (Stage 3) [12-14]. The convex 

property states that the output of the operation pattern cannot connect to its input via 

other operations not in the pattern. In other words, if no path exists from an operation u 

in operation pattern A to another operation v also in operation pattern A involving an 

operation w not in operation pattern A, then the operation pattern A is convex. Since it is 

impossible to schedule a non-convex operation pattern, all explored operation patterns 

must comply with the convex constraint.  

In Stage 4, the structure of each operation pattern is analyzed (i.e., the number of 

operations of each operation type in an operation pattern are counted). The structure of 

all operation patterns is recorded in a data structure, called a structure matrix, which is an 

array structure and first introduced in [2]. Before constructing the structure matrix, the 

generation algorithm must identify the operation pattern with the longest critical path and 
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the one with the maximum operation parallelism among all operation patterns before it 

can construct the structure matrix. The length and width of the structure matrix is the 

number of operations in the longest critical path and the value of maximal operation 

parallelism, respectively [2]. Furthermore, recording the structure of the operation pattern 

into the structure matrix must conform to the data-dependency constraint, i.e., if 

operation B depends on operation A and operation A is located in level i, then operation B 

must be located in level i + n (n  1).  

To determine the functionality of the PEs in the RCFU, some works also record the 

occurrence of each operation type in all operation patterns [2]. Using this statistical result, 

the type of each PE in the RCFU can be determined. In some works, the functionality of 

PEs located on the same level is simple and identical [2-3]. Since this architecture may 

have lower execution latency for each level, more levels of PEs may be realized for a 

certain time constraint. However, such an architecture would reduce the flexibility and 

hardware resource utilization of the RCFU. On the other hand, some researchers [1, 4-5, 

and 7] assumed that the functionality of all PEs was (almost) identical to the FU of the base 

processor core. PEs that are identical to the functionality of the FU could make the RCFU 

more flexible. However, this kind of architecture suffers from a higher implementation 

cost. In comparison, if the number of operation types supported by each PE is less than that 

of the FU (less powerful for short) and there may have difference among them, then some 

flexibility and performance may be sacrificed, but the implementation cost would be 

reduced. In this work, we assumed that: (1) the functionality of all PEs is less powerful 

than the FU, and (2) the functionality of PEs in the same level can be different. The reasons 

for these assumptions are: (1) the implementation cost is a critical consideration for the 

embedded system, and PEs less powerful than FUBase are cheaper; and (2) since most 

embedded systems are designed for specific applications, losing some flexibility and 

performance for non-target applications is acceptable. Finally, in Stage 5 of Figure 3, the 

architecture of the RCFU is constructed, based on the hardware constraints, hardware cost 

database, the structure matrix, and the statistical results of the functionality of the PEs. 

Note that this work assumed that operation patterns were given in advance by using the 

algorithm proposed in our previous research [14]. 

RCFU exploitation is to explore operation segments that would be executed on the 

RCFU. The problem of RCFU exploitation is similar with that of extended instruction 
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(EI) exploration [12-14]. The former is to determine which operation should be executed 

on the RCFU, and the latter is to determine which operation should be packed into an EI. 

Clark et al. proposed two algorithms to address this problem: greedy enumeration – 

immediate selection (GEI) [3] and full enumeration – unate covering selection (FEU) [4]. 

GEI explores an operation segment by starting with a seed operation and greedily 

expanding the segment under the functionality and the input/output constraints of the 

RCFU. In GEI, the operation lied on the critical path or with longer latency has higher 

priority to become the seed operation. FEU consists of three main stages: enumeration, 

pruning, and covering. All legal operation segments are generated under the input/output 

constraint of the RCFU at the enumeration stage. Pruning stage determines whether the 

operation segment actually can be executed on the RCFU at pruning stage. After pruning 

unusable operation segments, covering stage selects the best set of operation segments to 

map onto the RCFU by using unate covering algorithm [15-16]. Accordingly, each 

solution of RCFU exploitation is a path from the root at the top to one of the leaves at the 

bottom. In the work proposed by Mehdipour et al. [5], RCFU exploitation consists of two 

stages: enumeration and partition. The enumeration stage finds out all possible operation 

segments that conform to the functionality but not necessarily to the input/output 

constraints of the RCFU. If an operation segment violates the input/output constraint of 

the RCFU, it would be split into several smaller ones in the partition stage. Two 

algorithms were developed for the partition stage [5]. The first one is horizontal 

traversing temporal partitioning (HTTP). This algorithm traverses operations in the 

operation segment level by level according to the as-soon-as-possible (ASAP) level of 

operations and greedily adds operations into the current partition. Note that a partition 

corresponds to an operation segment that can be executed on the RCFU successfully. 

Another partition algorithm, vertical traversing temporal partitioning (VTTP), adds 

operation into the current partition by traversing operations in the operation segment 

vertically. 

3. PROPOSED RCFU GENERATION AND EXPLOITATION 
ALGORITHMS 

In this section, the proposed RCFU generation and exploitation algorithms are 

described in subsections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. 
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3.1 RCFU generation algorithm 

The RCFU generation algorithm aims to construct an RCFU architecture under 

micro-architectural constraints and implementation cost limitations. In this work, the 

number of register read/write ports and the latency of the pipeline-stage are the 

micro-architectural constraints. The designer gives the implementation cost limitation. In 

this work, this limitation is represented by the coverage rate, which will be described later.  

Our RCFU generation algorithm is derived from work previously proposed by Clark 

et al. [2]. There are two main differences between our algorithm and Clark’s. First, this 

work allows data-independent operation patterns to be merged; Clark’s work does not 

address this. Second, to balance the execution latency and to ease operation scheduling, the 

functionality of each PE in the same level is identical in Clark’s work. However, since our 

proposed generation algorithm attempts to achieve higher utilization of the RCFU, the 

functionality of each PE in the same level is allowed to be different.  

The proposed RCFU generation may be formulated as follows: Given operation 

pattern set OP(𝑜𝑝𝑖  | 𝑖 = 0 ~ 𝑛 − 1), construct a new operation pattern set OP+(𝑜𝑝𝑖
+ | 𝑖 =

0 ~ 𝑚 − 1) by merging the data-dependent operation patterns within OP in order to 

minimize size(𝑂𝑃+) under constraints IN(𝑜𝑝𝑖
+) ≤ Nin, OUT(𝑜𝑝𝑖

+) ≤ Nout and 𝑜𝑝𝑖
+ is 

convex. Operation pattern set OP and OP+ are a group of operation patterns. OP is given 

by designers while OP+ is constructed from OP. size(𝑂𝑃+) is the number of operation 

patterns in the set. IN(𝑜𝑝𝑖
+) and OUT(𝑜𝑝𝑖

+) is the number of input and output operands 

used by an operation pattern 𝑜𝑝𝑖
+, respectively. The user-defined values Nin and Nout 

denote the number of read and write ports of the register file, respectively. For a feasible 

instruction scheduling, an operation pattern must comply with the convex property.  

Figure 4 shows the flowchart of the proposed RCFU generation algorithm. It can be 

seen that we assume all operation patterns are given in advance; the algorithm only 

consists of Stages 4 and 5 of the flowchart for RCFU generation shown in Figure 3. In Step 

1, the data dependence among all operation patterns is checked. In Step 2, operation 

patterns without data dependence are merged together under the register read/write port 

constraint. If several data-independent operation patterns exist, then the one that contains a 

lower number of read/write ports has higher priority to be merged with others. In Step 3, 

the algorithm builds the structure and operation matrices according to the merging results. 

The structure matrix is an array that records the structure of each operation pattern, i.e., the 
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number of rows of the operation pattern and the number of operations in each row. Before 

recoding, each operation pattern is transformed to the form of an inverted triangle, in 

which the path length of the operation pattern decreases from left to right (i.e., the 

left-most path is the critical/longest path). After transforming, an operation in the ith row 

and jth column of the operation pattern map to the element in the ith row and jth column of 

the structure matrix. 

(1) Data dependence checking 

(2) Operation pattern merging

(3) Structure and operation matrices 

generation

(4) RCFU architecture construction

Operation patterns

RCFU architecture

structure and operation matrices

Coverage rate

 

Figure 4: Flowchart of the proposed RCFU generation algorithm. 

To determine the functionality of each PE in the RCFU, another data structure, called 

operation matrix, is used. The operation matrix is a set of matrices in which each matrix 

represents one operation type. The size of the operation matrix is identical to that of the 

structure matrix. The value of an element in each operation matrix represents the number 

of occurrences of an operation at the corresponding location of the structure matrix. This 

work only allows addition/subtraction and logic operations to be realized in the RCFU due 

to hardware complexity. Accordingly, only two operation matrixes are used, namely 

ADDSUB and LOGIC. The operation type of addition/subtraction is recorded in the 

operation matrix ADDSUB, while all logic operations are recorded in the operation matrix 

LOGIC. In addition, the size of the structure and the operation matrices must cover all 

operations within the maximal operation pattern. That is, the rows and columns of the 

structure, as well as the operation matrices, must be equal to the number of critical 

operations (i.e., the operations in the critical execution path) and the number of parallel 

operations of the maximal operation pattern, respectively. 

After constructing the structure and operation matrices, Step 4 of the algorithm 
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calculates the utilization of each element in the structure matrix. The utilization is 

measured as the number of operations of each element in the structure matrix divided by 

the sum of operations of all operation patterns. Therefore, for element i, its utilization is: 

𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖 =
Number of operations located in elelment 𝑖

Sum of operations of all opration patterns
        (1) 

The proposed algorithm uses greedy selection to select as many elements as possible 

to construct the RCFU, i.e., to determine the number of levels and the number of PEs in 

each level, according to the utilization of each element in the structure matrix and the 

coverage rate given by the designer. The coverage rate represents the ratio of the number 

of PEs selected to construct the RCFU to the total number of PEs in the structure matrix. 

Therefore, a higher coverage rate would lead to a larger RCFU (i.e., more number of PEs 

inside). In addition, the coverage rate is considered as the upper bound when building the 

RCFU structure. That is, the sum of the utilization of all selected elements must be 

smaller than or equal to the coverage rate. Furthermore, in order to reduce the number of 

levels in the RCFU, elements located in the upper level of the structure matrix have 

higher priority for selection if there are several elements with equal utilization values. 

This is because that the RCFU with less level usually leads to the shorter execution time.  

After generating the structure of the RCFU, Step 4 also determines the functionality 

of each PE, as depicted in Figure 5. The functionality determination is performed level by 

level. On line 2, the algorithm will first count the number of PEs in level i, denoted as nPEi, 

based on the structure of the RCFU. From lines 3 to 6, the operation matrices are used to 

count the number of addition/subtraction (ADDSUB) and logic (LOGIC) operations in 

level i. These values are then stored in Sum_ADDSUBi and Sum_LOGICi, respectively. 

Based on Sum_ADDSUBi and Sum_LOGICi, the algorithm will calculate how many PEs 

should be assigned to addition/subtraction and logic operation types. The terms 

nPE_ADDSUBi and nPE_LOGICi denote the number of PEs assigned to 

addition/subtraction and logic operation types, respectively, in level i. Using 

nPE_ADDSUBi and nPE_LOGICi, functionality is assigned to each PE in level i (lines 10 

to 17). After functionality assignment, the algorithm checks whether there is PE of which  

the functionality has not been specified yet (lines 18 to 23). If yes, then its functionality is 

assigned based on the greater value of nPE_ADDSUBi and nPE_LOGICi. 
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Figure 5: Pseudo code demonstrating the functionality of each PE. 

Figures 6 to 8 demonstrate an example for the flow of the RCFU generation algorithm. 

In this example, we assume that the register file are 4 read ports and 2 write ports. In 

Figure 6(a), three operation patterns are given. The operation patterns are first checked to 

ensure that no data dependency exists. All operations in operation pattern 3 are on the 

critical path, so it has the highest priority to merge with others. Since operation pattern 2 

requires fewer register read ports, the algorithm selects it to merge with operation pattern 3. 

After patterns 2 and 3 are merged, a new and legal operation pattern 2′ is formed, as shown 

in Figure 6(b). The operation pattern merging procedure now checks whether operation 

pattern 2′ can be legally merged with operation pattern 1. This cannot be achieved due to 

the register file constraint; thus, the merging procedure terminates. 

Using the merging results from Figure 6(b), two operation patterns are used to 

generate the structure and operation matrices. According to the structure of operation 

pattern 1, two operations are recorded at positions (0, 0) and (1, 0) in the structure matrix. 

Based on the operation type, “sub” is recorded at position (1, 0) of the operation matrix for 

ADDSUB, and “xor” is recorded at position (0, 0) of the operation matrix for LOGIC. The 

results of the structure and operation matrices after examining pattern 1 are shown in the 

upper part of Figure 7. The middle part of Figure 7 depicts the results after examining 

1  for i = 1 to (# of levels of RCFU) do 

 2     nPEi = # of PEs of RCFU in level i; 

 3     for j = 1 to (size of operation matrix in level i) do 

 4         Sum_ADDSUBi += operation matrix(i, j) of ADDSUB; 

 5         Sum_LOGICi += operation matrix(i, j) of LOGIC; 

 6     end 

 7     Sum_totali = Sum_ADDSUBi + Sum_LOGICi; 

 8     nPE_ADDSUBi = (Sum_ADDSUBi / Sum_totali) * nPEi; 

 9     nPE_LOGICi  = (Sum_LOGICi / Sum_totali) * nPEi; 

10     if nPE_ADDSUBi >= 1 

11          Assign floor(nPE_ADDSUBi) PEs to ADDSUB type; 

12          nPEi -= floor(nPE_ADDSUBi); 

13     end 

14     if nPE_LOGICi >= 1 

15          Assign floor(nPE_LOGICi) PEs to LOGIC type; 

16          nPEi -= floor(nPE_LOGICi); 

17     end 

18     if nPEi > 0 

19          if nPE_ADDSUBi > nPE_LOGICi 

20           A PE is assigned to ADDSUB type; 

21          else  

22     A PE is assigned to LOGIC type;  

23     end  

24  end  
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pattern 2′ following the same method as above. The final operation pattern is shown in the 

bottom level of Figure 7 by combining the results from operation patterns 1 and 2′. 
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Figure 6: An example for merging operation pattern. 
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Figure 7: An example showing the generation of the utilization and operation 

matrices: (a) structure matrix, (b) operation matrix for ADDSUB, and (c) operation 

matrix for LOGIC. 

Figure 8(a) depicts the utilization of the example shown in Figure 7(a). If the 

coverage rate given by the designer is set to 90%, then four elements are required and 

placed at positions (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), and (1, 1) of the structure matrix. After applying the 

functionality determination algorithm (shown in Figure 5), we have nPE1 = 2, 
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Sum_ADDSUB1 = 1, Sum_LOGIC1 = 2, Sum_total1 = 3, nPE_ADDSUB1 = 0.66, 

nPE_LOGIC1 = 1.33; and nPE2 = 2, Sum_ADDSUB2 = 2, Sum_LOGIC2 = 1, Sum_total2 = 

3, nPE_ADDSUB2 = 1.33, and nPE_LOGIC2 = 0.66. The architecture of the RCFU is 

shown in Figure 8(b). 

: Logic/Move

: Add/Sub/Move

28.6% 14.3%

28.6% 14.3%

14.3%

Utilization 
(Structure matrix)

(a) (b)

0

1

2

0         1

 

Figure 8: (a) Utilization result, and (b) RCFU architecture. 

3.2 RCFU exploitation algorithm 

The proposed RCFU exploitation may be formulated as follows: Given a basic 

block graph B = G(V, E) and RCFU/FUsBase architecture graph R = G(P, C), partition B 

into a subgraph set S = {si ⊆  B and si ⊆  R | i = 0 ~ n－1} in order to minimize 

∑ 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒(𝑠𝑖)𝑛−1
𝑖=0  under constraints IN(si) ≤ Nin, OUT(si) ≤ Nout, si is convex, and 

size(𝑠𝑖) ≤ 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒(𝑅). B is a directed graph where V is a set of vertex to denote a set of 

operations in the basic block, and E is a set of directed edges, each of which represents 

the execution dependency between two operations. R is also a directed graph where each 

vertex in the set of P represents one FUsBase or one PE in the RCFU, and each directed 

arc in the set of C represents the connection between two PEs (note that no connection 

exists between FUsBase and RCFU, since they must communicate through the register 

file). Subgraph set S is a group of operation segments parationed from G, each subgraph 

si represents an operation segment that would be executed on both the RCFU and the 

FUsBase, and cycle(si) means the number of cycles to execute subgraph si. IN(si) and 

OUT(si) are the number of input and output operands used by a subgraph si, respectively. 

The user-defined values Nin and Nout denote the number of the read and write ports of the 

register file, respectively. For a feasible instruction scheduling, an operation segment 

must comply with the convex property that any operation segment’s output cannot 

connect to its input via other operations not in it. In addition, each subgraph si must be 
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legally mapped to R (i.e., each operation in si can be executed on one of PEs or FUsBase), 

and the size of each subgraph si must be equal to or smaller than the size of R. 

Figure 9 shows the flowchart of the proposed RCFU exploitation algorithm. The 

input and output of the RCFU exploitation stage are the target application(s) as well as the 

RCFU and the operation scheduling result, respectively. The RCFU exploitation aims to 

schedule all operations of the target application(s) on both the RCFU and FUsBase. In Step 1, 

the algorithm initialize the Ready_List and the Unscheduled_List. The Ready_List is a 

data structure that stores all ready operations. Note that an operation is ready if all of its 

data-dependent predecessor operations have been scheduled. The Unscheduled_List is 

also a data structure that stores all unscheduled operations. When the algorithm begins, the 

Unscheduled_List comprises all operations in a basic block. In Step 2, the algorithm 

schedules all operations in the Ready_List at the current scheduling cycle, called the 

Current_Cycle. The intricacies of the scheduling algorithm will be described in detail later 

in this subsection. After scheduling, the Current_Cycle is incremented in Step 3. 

According to the scheduling results, the algorithm updates the Ready_List and the 

Unscheduled_List in Step 4. Finally, the algorithm checks whether the Unscheduled_List 

is empty or not. If it is empty, the algorithm terminates; otherwise, it will enter the next 

iteration (i.e., the next scheduling cycle).  

(2) Schedule operations

(3) Current_Cycle++

(5) Unscheduled_List == {}

End

Yes

No

(1) Initialize Ready_List and 

Unscheduled_List

(4) Update Ready_List and 

Unscheduled_List

Basic block of 

application(s)
RCFU architecture

 

Figure 9: Flowchart of the proposed RCFU exploitation algorithm. 
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To schedule operations on both the RCFU and the FUsBase, the computing resources 

for each scheduling cycle are enumerated in a matrix, called a scheduling matrix. The 

scheduling matrix is an m×n matrix, where m is the number of levels of the RCFU and n is 

the number of FUsBase plus all PEs in the first level of the RCFU. A nonempty element in 

the scheduling matrix represents a FUBase or a PE. FUsBase and the first level of PEs 

constitute all elements in the first row of the scheduling matrix. Some elements in the 

scheduling matrix will be empty in the second row up to the last row. A row in the 

scheduling matrix is treated as a scheduling sub-cycle. That is, each scheduling cycle can 

be divided into multiple scheduling sub-cycles. Using this model, the exploitation problem 

can be considered as a general scheduling problem. 

Note that since all operation results are passed through the register file between the 

FU(s)Base and the RCFU, an operation scheduled to a FUBase cannot transfer its result to any 

PE in the current scheduling cycle. For example, if operation A is scheduled to a FUBase at 

the ith cycle and will produce a value that is used by operation B and, operation B cannot be 

scheduled to any FUBase or PE in the ith cycle. However, scheduling operations to the 

RCFU would not suffer from such a limitation. If A is scheduled to a PE in the ith cycle, 

operation B could be scheduled to one of the PEs located in the lower level in the ith cycle. 

Figure 10 shows the scheduling matrix according to the RCFU generated in Figure 8. 

In this example, we assume that the number of FUsBase is two. Since the size of the RCFU 

(shown in Figure 8) is 2×2 and the number of FUsBase is also two, the size of the scheduling 

matrix is 2×4. Furthermore, the scheduling matrix shown in Figure 10 has two empty 

elements located at (1, 0) and (1, 1).  

FUBase FUBase LOGIC ADDSUB

LOGIC ADDSUB

i th cycle

1st row

2nd row

 

Figure 10: An example of the scheduling matrix. 

Figure 11 shows the flowchart for scheduling operations on a single scheduling cycle. 

The primary function of the proposed algorithm is to make an ordered list of operations by 

assigning priorities to them and select repeatedly the operation with the highest scheduling 

priority. This algorithm is used to schedule an element in the schedule matrix until: (1) no 

ready operation exists and (2) no available (unused) FU or PE exists in the current 

scheduling sub-cycle (i.e., Current_Subcycle). The algorithm begins by setting 
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Current_Subcycle to one. In Step 2, the scheduling priority of each operation in the 

Ready_List is updated. The scheduling priority of each ready operation is determined 

according to the following rules:  

1. Current_Subcycle = 1: The operation on the critical path has the highest priority to 

ensure the shortest critical path. If multiple operations have the same priority, the 

one that can be scheduled on the unused slot has the highest priority to increase the 

utilization of hardware resources. If several operations can be scheduled on the 

unused slot, the one with the largest number of successors has the highest priority to 

create a larger number of ready operations. If several operations have the same 

number of successor operations, the algorithm selects the one with the smallest index 

number to generate a deterministic result.  

2. Current_Subcycle > 1: The operation with the largest number of predecessor 

operations which have been scheduled on the level above (i.e., the previous 

sub-cycle) has the highest priority; this is to increase the utilization of the RCFU. If 

multiple operations have the same number of predecessors, the algorithm follows the 

rules defined in Rule (1) to give the priority for each ready operation.  

After determining the priorities, the algorithm moves to Step 3 to choose the 

operation with the highest priority and schedule it onto an element in the 

Current_Subcycle. Note that since all FUs are listed in the first row of the scheduling 

matrix, operations are permitted to be scheduled to FUs only in the first sub-cycle (i.e., 

Current_Subcycle = 1).  

Since the level of the RCFU is usually larger than one, RCFU can execute more 

operations in the same scheduling cycle than FU(s)Base. Accordingly, if an operation is 

allowed in the RCFU and there exists an available PE in the RCFU, it would have a higher 

priority to be scheduled to the PE than to a FUBase. An operation is allowed in the RCFU if 

its operation type is either addition/subtraction or logic. If there is no available PE for an 

operation allowed in the RCFU in the current sub-cycle, the algorithm would postpone 

scheduling the operation until entering the next scheduling sub-cycle. If an operation is not 

allowed in the RCFU, it has a higher priority to be scheduled to a FUBase. Note that if an 

operation is scheduled to a FUBase, no operation that depend on it can be scheduled to the 

following sub-cycles of the same scheduling cycle. If an operation cannot be successfully 

scheduled to a PE or FUBase, the algorithm jumps to Step 6; otherwise, it goes to Step 5 to 
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remove this operation from Unscheduled_List and Ready_List. In Step 6, the algorithm 

determines whether the available PEs or FUs in the current_level are full or whether the 

Ready_List is empty. If one of the above conditions is satisfied, the algorithm moves to 

Step 7 to increment the Current_Subcycle; otherwise, it returns to Step 3 to schedule 

further operations. In Step 8, the algorithm updates the Ready_List and the 

Unscheduled_List according to the results of Step 7. Next, the Current_Subcycle is 

checked whether it is larger than the number of the levels of the RCFU. If this condition is 

satisfied, the algorithm will terminate; otherwise, it returns to Step 2. 

(2) Update scheduling 

priorities of operations in 

Ready_List

(1) Current_Subcycle = 1

(3) Schedule operation with the 

highest priority onto slots of 

Current_Subcycle

(5) Remove the scheduled 

operation from Ready_List and 

Unschedule_List

(4) Is scheduling 

successful ?

(6) Are available PEs or FUs in 

Current_Subcycle full or 

Ready_List empty?

(7) Current_Subcycle++

(9) Current_Subcycle > 

the # of levels of RCFU?

Yes

Yes

No

end

No

No

Yes

(8) Update Ready_List and 

Unschedule_List

Ready_List and 

Unschedule_List

 

Figure 11: Flowchart showing the scheduling of operations on a single cycle. 

To illustrate the scheduling of operations on the RCFU and FUsBase, an example is 

given in Figure 12. We assume that: (1) the base processor core has two FUsBase; (2) the 

number of register read/write ports is 4/2; (3) the size of the RCFU architecture is 2×2 and 
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each level consists of one addition/subtraction and one logic unit, as shown in Figure 8; 

and (4) the input DFG is that shown in Figure 6. In Figure 12(a), Selected Op. represents 

the operation selected to schedule. The RCFU and FU (abbreviation of FUBase) columns 

show where the selected operation is scheduled, and the Cycle and Sub-cycle columns 

illustrate which scheduling cycle (Current_Cycle) and scheduling sub-cycle 

(Current_Subcycle) the selected operation is scheduled in, respectively. In Step 1 of Figure 

12(a), all operations in the DFG are put into Unscheduled_List = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}. 

The Ready_List = {1, 2, 6}, stores operations that are currently ready. Since operation 6 is 

on the critical path, it has a higher priority to be scheduled. Furthermore, since operation 6 

is allowed in the RCFU, it would be scheduled to the PE in the first row of the RCFU. 

After scheduling operation 6, the Ready_List becomes {1, 2} and the Unscheduled_List 

becomes {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9}. Since current_subcycle = 1 and operation 1 has a smaller 

index number compared to operation 2, the algorithm selects it to schedule next. Operation 

1 is also allowed in the RCFU, and is therefore scheduled to the RCFU in Step 2. In Steps 

3–9 of Figure 12(a), the algorithm follows the same rules to schedule the remaining 

operations. Figure 12(b) shows the final scheduling result.  

Step Ready_List Unscheduled_List Selected 

Op.

F

U

RC

FU

Cycle Sub-

Cycle

1 1, 2, 6 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 6 ● 1 1

2 1, 2 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9 1 ● 1 1

3 2 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9 2 ● 1 1

4 3, 4, 7 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9 7 ● 1 2

5 3, 4 3, 4, 5, 8, 9 3 ● 1 2

6 4, 8 4, 5, 8, 9 8 ● 2 1

7 4 4, 5, 9 4 ● 2 1

8 5, 9 5, 9 9 ● 3 1

9 5 5 5 ● 3 1

 

Scheduling 

cycle
FUBase RCFU

1 2
1 6

7 3

2 4
8

3 5 9

ADD/SUB Logic
 

(a) (b) 

Figure 12: (a) Operation scheduling and (b) mapping results. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In this section, we first introduce the experimental settings used throughout this work. 

We then compare the speedup of the proposed RCFU generation and exploitation 

algorithms with previous work. Furthermore, we also show the RCFU structures generated 

under different processor configurations (varying issue-width and number of register 

read/write ports) and coverage rates.  
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4.1. Experimental settings 

This paper proposed two algorithms, the RCFU generation and exploitation 

algorithms. To demonstrate the benefit of executing operations on both the RCFU and FUs 

concurrently, we compare the proposed algorithms with two previous ones for generation 

and exploitation proposed by Clark et al. [2] and Mehdipour et al. [5], respectively. Our 

experiments examined four scenarios: 

1. The RCFU generated by Clark et al. and exploited by Mehdipour et al., (C/G-M/E); 

2. The RCFU generated by our proposed algorithm and exploited by Mehdipour et al., 

(O/G-M/E); 

3. The RCFU generated by Clark et al. and exploited by our proposed algorithm, 

(C/G-O/E); and 

4. The RCFU generated and exploited with our proposed algorithms (O/G-O/E). 

In addition, three different processor configurations were also examined. Namely, 

two-issue with 4/2 register read/write ports (called 422 for short), three-issue with 6/3 

register read/write ports (633), and four-issue with 8/4 register read/write ports (844).  

All evaluated algorithms were implemented using the C++ language. The 

benchmarks (ADPCM decode/encode, Bitcount, Blowfish, CRC32, Dijkstra, Rijndael, 

and Stringsearch) used in this experiment were selected from MiBench [17] and compiled 

using LLVM 3.0 [18]. Table 1 lists the characteristics of the selected benchmarks. In this 

experiment, all operation patterns were generated using our previous work [14]. We also 

made the following assumptions in these experiments:  

I. The execution cycle of the RCFU has a default value of one. Note that we also 

examined the performance impact on our proposed algorithm by varying the number 

of execution cycles of the RCFU.  

II. The base architecture uses the very long instruction word (VLIW) so that all 

instructions were scheduled statically.  

III. The number of FUs in the base processor core is equal to the issue-width. For 

example, a two-issue VLIW architecture has two functional units.  

IV. The software execution cycle of all operations was one cycle, except for 

multiplication (3 cycles) and division (12 cycles). 

V. Several types of operations are prohibited from forming operation patterns. These 

include memory access, since it is difficult to estimate the execution cycle; flow 
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control, to simplify the complexity of the control circuit of the RCFU; and division, 

as well as floating point operations, due to the high cost per area of implementation.  

VI. In this simulation, the circuit of the RCFU (including PEs and interconnection 

among PEs located at different levels) was synthesized using 0.13 µm technology. 

All operations packed into the RCFU were 32-bit. The implementation cost of the 

RCFU is normalized to the size of a single adder, 5768 μm2. 

VII. The RCFU architecture is generated based on the operation patterns explored from 

all benchmarks used in this paper. That is, the RCFU is designed for all 

benchmarks rather than a single one. 

Table 1: Characteristics of the selected benchmarks. 

Name 

# of 

selected 

basic 

blocks 

# of 

operations in 

basic block 

Instruction 

level 

parallelism 

Max Avg. Max Avg. 

ADPCM decode 25 13 3.60 4 1.40 

ADPCM encode 24 13 3.54 4 1.39 

Bitcount 18 27 5.66 8 1.92 

Blowfish 7 430 71.86 20 3.52 

CRC32 1 23 23.00 10 3.83 

Dijkstra 6 12 5.33 7 1.29 

Rijndael 12 903 112.92 65 5.62 

Stringsearch 8 23 9.88 6 1.81 

4.2 Experimental results 

Figure 13 shows the speedup and the implementation costs (of the RCFUs) for the 

four scenarios examined in this work. Except for the case of 422/80% (processor 

configuration/coverage rate), O/G-O/E achieves the highest speedup compared to the 

other scenarios. The reason why O/G-O/E achieves increased performance mainly comes 

from two factors. First, the O/G-O/E allows simultaneous execution. Compared with 

C/G-M/E and C/G-O/E, C/G-O/E allows operations to be simultaneously executed on both 

the RCFU and FUs. Second, O/G-O/E uses merged data-independent operation patterns to 

generate the RCFU architecture. 

Compared with C/G-M/E and O/G-M/E, or C/G-O/E and O/G-O/E, our RCFU 

generation algorithm, which merges multiple data-independent operation patterns to 

generate the RCFU, allows more operations to be executed on the RCFU concurrently. In 

the case of 422/80%, the size of the RCFU generated by C/G is much larger than that 
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generated by our method. Since a larger RCFU can execute more operations at a time, a 

greater speedup is achieved for this case. However, a larger RCFU may not always speed 

up the performance, as seen in the cases of 422/90%, 633/90%, 844/80%, 844/90%, and 

844/100%. 

422 

  
(a) (b) 

633 

  
(c) (d) 

844 

  
(e) (f) 

Figure 13: Speedup and implementation cost for (a, b) 422 (2-issue and 4/2 

read/write ports), (c, d) 633 (3-issue and 6/3 read/write ports), and (e, f) 844 (4-issue 

and 8/4 read/write ports). 
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The speedup for each scenario is mainly dominated by the coverage rate. Since a 

higher coverage rate usually represents a greater number of PEs in the RCFU, more 

operations can be executed on the RCFU at each scheduling cycle. Accordingly, a higher 

coverage rate usually leads to a greater speedup, yet results in a higher implementation 

cost. It should also be noted, however, that a higher implementation cost does not always 

achieve a greater speedup. For example, C/G has a higher implementation cost than O/G in 

several cases, yet C/G only outperforms O/G in the case of 422/80% (C/G-O/E vs. 

O/G-O/E). On the other hand, the speedup does not show a correlation to the processor 

configuration changes. This is because increasing the issue-width (and also increasing the 

number of register read/write ports) would affect the execution performance of the 

benchmark on the processor core irrespective of whether RCFU is used or not. If the cycle 

reduction ratio of the processor core without the RCFU is larger than that with the RCFU 

when increasing the issue-width, a smaller speedup would have been seen. 

Figure 14 depicts the RCFU architecture generated by O/G under different processor 

configurations, namely 422, 633, and 844. The percentage shown above the RCFU 

structure is the coverage rate. In Figure 14, a box labelled with A or L represents a PE with 

addition/subtraction or logic functionalities, respectively. A horizontal line represents an 

interconnection fabric for transmitting result from upper-level PEs to lower-level PEs. The 

size of an RCFU (i.e., the number of PEs) is dominated by two factors, the coverage rate 

and the number of register read/write ports (i.e., the issue-width). First, increasing the 

coverage rate would obviously enlarge the number of PEs contained in the RCFU; due to 

this, an RCFU with a lower coverage rate is usually the subset of an RCFU with a higher 

one. Second, an RCFU is generated according to the operation patterns explored under a 

limited number of register read/write ports. Using a higher number of register read/write 

ports usually results in larger operation patterns. Consequently, increasing the number of 

register read/write ports usually enlarges the size of the RCFU.  

In the experimental results shown in Figure 13, the execution cycle of each RCFU 

was assumed to be one. To verify the effect of the execution cycle on the speedup, several 

different execution cycles were evaluated, and the results are shown in Figure 15. In this 

evaluation, we assumed that the maximal execution cycle of each level of a functional unit 

in the RCFU is one. That is, if an RCFU consists of only two levels of functional units, its 

maximal execution cycle is two. Not all execution cycles were evaluated in the cases of the 
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lower coverage rates due to this fact. According to the results shown in Figure 15, the 

speedup is inversely proportional to the execution cycle of the RCFU. This implies that 

increasing the execution cycle of the RCFU would lower the speedup. However, this 

problem can be alleviated by pipelining the RCFU. We leave this topic for future work.  
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Figure 14: RCFU structures of different processor configurations for (a) 422 

(2-issue and 4/2 read/write ports), (b) 633 (3-issue and 6/3 read/write ports) and (c) 

844 (4-issue and 8/4 read/write ports). 
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Figure 15: Speedups from varying the coverage rate and the execution cycle of the 

RCFU, for (a) 422 (2-issue and 4/2 read/write ports), (b) 633 (3-issue and 6/3 

read/write ports) and (c) 844 (4-issue and 8/4 read/write ports). 
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5. CONCLUSION 

This paper investigated the benefits of simultaneously executing operations on both 

the function units (FU) and the reconfigurable customized functional unit (RCFU) in a 

multiple-issue processor. For a multiple-issue processor augmented with an RCFU, the 

available (hardware) computing resources include not only the processing element (PE) in 

the RCFU but also the FUs. However, previous research has focused only on maximizing 

the hardware resource utilization of the RCFU rather than looking at both the FUs and the 

RCFU together. 

To increase the hardware resource utilization of FUs to improve performance, this 

paper presented a new RCFU exploitation algorithm. By considering FUs as part of the 

hardware resources of the RCFU, scheduling and mapping operations on both the RCFU 

and FUs can be simplified as scheduling instructions on a very long instruction word 

(VLIW)  processor. Moreover, to increase the number of data-independent operations 

executed concurrently on the RCFU, the proposed generation algorithm merges multiple 

data-independent operation patterns and use these merged operation patterns to construct 

the RCFU architecture instead of each single pattern directly. Experimental results 

demonstrated that our proposed algorithms significantly improved the execution 

performance.  

In future work, applying compiler optimization passes, such as loop unrolling and 

software pipelining, to increase the operation level parallelism would be an interesting 

research issue to improve execution performance further. Higher operation level 

parallelism usually implies that (1) a larger RCFU can be generated, and (2) better 

hardware resource utilization (of the RCFU and FUs) can be achieved. These two factors 

relate closely to the execution performance. Moreover, replacing all or part of the FUs 

with the RCFU would also be an interesting issue. Since most operations are executed in 

the RCFU, replacing all or part of the FUs with the RCFU or reducing the functionality of 

the FUs (e.g., by removing the addition/subtraction and/or logic hardware circuits from the 

FU) would be another interesting research issue to reduce the area of the FUs. 

Furthermore, in this work, the RCFU generation and exploitation algorithms are two 

separate algorithms. The RCFU generation algorithm merges as many data-independent 

operation patterns together as possible. Thus, more operations are executed in the RCFU 

rather than the FUs. On the other hand, the RCFU exploitation algorithm aims to 
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maximize the hardware resource utilization of both the RCFU and the FUs rather than just 

the RCFU. Therefore, it seems that there is an inconsistence between forcing more 

operations to execute on the RCFU and maximizing the hardware resource utilization of 

both the RCFU and the FUs. The way to resolving this dilemma would be a very 

interesting and challenging issue for further research. 
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